1. History of the efforts made in Japan to claim the right of the visually disabled people to read.
1880- The ﬁrst library-for-the-blind in Japan

1-1 Current situation with reading of visually disabled
people in Japan

1949 Act on Welfare of Physically Disabled Persons
1950-

Measures to guarantee the right to read to the visually
disabled people
・Mainly conducted by a social welfare organization
named "Braille library"
・public libraries and educational facilities are lagging
behind

1984
AOK Japanese word processor

1995 GUI problem
1996
1998

The ways visually disabled people read books
・Someone read books to them, books in Braille, audio
books, DAISY books or having a device containing a text to
speech function read the text data aloud.

95Reader
PC-Talker

Braille: The ﬁrst method to enable people with visual
disabilities to read
・every book available for them had to be created
manually using Braille-points boards
・In 1880s, a Christianity missionary established the ﬁrst
library-for-the-blind in Japan
--Public libraries were in charge of providing
Braille-points books (Noguchi, 2005).
・In 1949, “Act on Welfare of Physically Disabled Persons”
--Social welfare organizations called ʻBraille librariesʼ are
given the role of guaranteeing the right of visually
disabled people to read.
The Act divided libraries into two categories: those for the
visually disabled and those for ordinary people (Maeda,
2011).

Kindle (Amazon)

2007

There are history of changes of the means and also the
changes of the subject that shouldered the responsibility
for making these means available up to now.

Creation of Braille books had been automated.
・Since 1985, Software changing Braille data into Braille
embosses was developed .
・In 1990s, development of software automatically
translating plain digital text with sentences having both
Japanese hieroglyphs and kana into Braille.

2008

The required precondition for translating texts into Braille
data on computer is the availability of a digital text.
Plain text data is also can be used to output the texts as
audio with a device containing a text to speech function.
Digital text data turned the tide of the way the visually
disabled get access to books - from reading books by
tactile sense to reading books by auditory sense.

Braille SENSE Plus (EXTRA)
2010 The ﬁrst year of eBooks in Japan
iPad

Development of computer software for the visually disabled
people
・In 1950s, development of computers for the visually
disabled people started (Nagaoka, 2005).
・Since 1985, visually disabled people began attempts to use
MS-DOS computers (in the U.S., it was the early 1980s.)
・In 1984, "Kochi system Development" released software
called "AOK Japanese word processor", which contained
audio output system.
In the beginning, audio output was merely used as a
feedback. But gradually, people started to use audio output as
a read-aloud function for texts.
1-2. Problems of the Graphic User Interface (GUI) and
attempts to solve them
・In early 1990s, the read-aloud technology of MS-DOS
computers had reached the level enabling practical use
・In 1995, as Microsoft releases GUI-based operating system
“Windows 95”
GUI problem
・For the visually disabled people, move the pointer, or click
icons were setbacks.
・GUI problem had to be faced not only in Japan but all over
the world.
In the U.S., there are laws enacted to eliminate barriers in
information technology
--Amended Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
--Americans with Disabilities Act
・GUI screen readers were developed since 1989 to
accommodate the release of a GUI-based operating system.
In Japan, there were no signs of any GUI screen readers when
"Windows 95" appeared (Ishikawa, 1995).
・With appearance of a GUI-based operating system, the
assistive technology became utterly helpless.
・"Why donʼ t people keep forgetting about those who
cannot see? (Mochizuki, 1996)"
・In 1996, "Japan Organization for Employment of the Elderly
and Persons with Disabilities" developed a GUI Screen Reader
called "95Reader".
・In 1998, "Kochi systems development" released a GUI Screen
Reader called "PC-Talker".
Visually disabled people could now get some access to
reading materials in Japan by digitizing books and outputting
them as Braille or audio

2. The advent of digital books and the golden opportunity it presents
2-1. Agenda to popularize use of accessible e-Books in Japan

Sony Reader

biblio leaf (au)

・In Japan, the year 2010 was called "the ﬁrst year of the digital books".
・However, visually disabled people have not been able to reap the beneﬁts of the technological advancement.
・There are many kinds of e-book devices, but TOSHIBA is the only company that oﬀers devices with TTS function.
・History of changes of the means and the changes of the subject >>> relationships between them are complicated
At present, there is need to spread the idea that e-book devices have to be equipped with a read-aloud function.
2-2. Types of e-Books accessible for the visually disabled people in Japan
Types of design making e-Books accessible for the visually disabled people:

REGZA Tablet (Toshiba)

GALAPAGOS (Sharp)

"SAPIE" HP (on-line library service)
2011

PLEXTALK Link Pocket

A. Selling digital books without DRM.
--e-Book stores seldom oﬀer digital books without DRM because this way of distribution often leads to copyright infringements.
B. Selling digital books with DRM, and e-Book readers that oﬀer API for text to speech.
--the format of the content, the system of distribution, and the digital book devices have all to be uniﬁed and follow the same
standard.
C. Selling digital books with DRM and readers with read-aloud function preinstalled.
--In Japan TOSHIBA "regza", "dynabook" support this type of e-books.
D. Selling digital books with DRM and devices with preinstalled read-aloud function.
--In the U.S., Kindle and iPad support this type of e-books.
E. Selling digital books with DRM and e-Book readers oﬀering API for assistive technology only.
--In Japan, the assistive technology currently available support this type of e-books. And on-line library service called "Sapie"
enabling the user to access digital data of books provided online.
Measures to ensure this right of the visually disabled people to read have been evolving far away from the ordinary libraries.
We are not sharing the information regarding the ways to access texts, and misunderstandings are hampering the progress.
No universal design that would easily solve the problem.

1. Review of the history:
eﬀorts made in Japan to claim
the right of the visually
disabled people to read.
2. Show how the visually
disabled people accessed
reading materials in Japan
3. GUI problem shows that
when new technology
appears, some people reap
the beneﬁts but others do not.
4. With the appearance of
digital books, the
environment surrounding the
guarantee of the right to read
underwent an important
change
5. The ﬁrst and foremost
priority in Japan is to make
e-books available for the
read-aloud function.
6. We show ﬁve patterns of
how this agenda can be
achieved.
The new technology should
not be yet another social wall
impeding the disabled peple.
We have to keep demanding
that people developing and
selling new technologies are
conscious about the concept
of universal design.

